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An der Alster 14

20099 Hamburg

Tel. + 49 (0) 40 | 284 44 - 0

Fax + 49 (0) 40 | 284 44 - 222

Hamburg@relexa-hotel.de

Amadeus: LMHAMBEL

Sabre: LM5136

Apollo/Galileo: LM74713

Worldspan: LM8471

Via the A23 from Husum or the 
A7 from Flensburg/Kiel: exit 

Stellingen direction Zentrum. 

After you cross the Alster River, 

left into An der Alster Street; you 

will see the hotel about 500 m 

down the street on your right. 

Via the A1 from Lübeck or the 
A24 from Berlin: at the end of 

the motorway A24 Horner Kreisel 

towards the centre (Zentrum) 

and after about 3.5 km turn 

right into Wallstraße and on 

onto Sechslingspforte. 

Via the A7 from Hanover or the 
A1 from Bremen: at the Horster 

Dreieck direction Lübeck (A1), at 

Dreieck-Süd towards the centre 

(Zentrum) (A255), after you 

cross the Elb- Bridge follow the 

B75 for about 2.5 km, then Hei-

denkampsweg, after the railway 

tunnel at Berliner Tor left into 

Wallstraße and onto Sechslings-

pforte.

Hamburg

Hotel à la relexaFast access

Check in at your own pace, 
allow yourself to be pam-
pered by our in-house ser-
vice, and regard our hotel as 
your personal place to ”drop 
anchor” in Hamburg. 

We look forward to your 
visit and wish you a pleasant 
journey!

Welcome to the “Gateway to the World”

The outstanding location of 
our hotel directly on the  
Outer Alster Lake (Außen-
alster) guarantees you 
wonderful, maritime views 
and easy access to the many 
highlights of this hanseatic 
city. You can even reach the 
city centre and railway station 
comfortably on foot.

 Our promise: Hamburg is a 
very special city – vibrant, 
cosmopolitan, historic and 
modern all at the same time.

 The world meets right here 
and as a guest at our relexa 
hotel Bellevue you will find 
yourself at the very centre.

relexa hotel Bellevue
Maritime hospitality  
in Hamburg’s finest location
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Service ...Living ...

International and regional cuisine

During the day, our “Alster 
Charme” restaurant awaits 
you with light, international 
and regional cuisine.

You can make your own 
selections from the extensive 
breakfast buffet here every 
morning and dine à la carte 
at lunchtime. 

The “Unter Deck” mariner’s 
tavern will greet you with 
maritime cosiness and a 
relaxed, personal atmosphere, 
in which you can sit back 
and enjoy a night-cap. This 
is a wonderful place to drop 
anchor, enjoy delicious food 
and relax over a drink. 

The menu includes typical 
local cuisine and excellent 
wines, as well as snacks, 
draught beer and imaginative 
cocktails. Enjoy your meal!

Perfect for private  
conferences – directly 
on the Alster

Our seven well-equipped, 
bright (natural light),  
modern and air-conditioned 
event rooms can comfortably 
accommodate between two 
and fifty conference or party 
guests. Car drivers will be 
glad to know that our hotel 
has an underground garage 
and car park.

Dining ...

For a perfectly  
organised relexa stay

All of our guests can avail of 
our leisure service. 
We will be happy to make 
the reservations for the 
event of your choice:

theatre, musical or cinema 
tickets; harbour, Alster or 
city tours; bicycle or sai-
ling boat rental; perhaps a 
guided tour of Hamburg’s 
museums. 

Your wish is our command.

Meetings ...

Comfort and an 
Alster breeze

Our hotel complex consists 
of the main building and the 
St. Georg and Hohenfelde 
annexes.

The Hohenfelde annex can 
be reached in just a few steps 
across the inner court yard. 
It offers our comfort rooms, 
particularly valued by guests 
who enjoy peace and quiet.

If you would like to reserve 
hypo-allergenic bed linen – 
that will be no problem for 
us. It goes without saying 
that we are also delighted 
to welcome families with 
children.

83 guest rooms
2 Suiten
  Bathtube or 
shower, wireless 
LAN, and safe  


